Abstract. Today, education tends to only be interpreted as a learning process in formal schools and education is only interpreted as a process of learning and teaching by teachers and students. This phenomenon is very common where people only interpret education as limited to an ordinary routine that must be done without understanding that there is a benefit in it. This kind of thinking turned out to be a time bomb when the symptoms began to get lazier in understanding the education community and began to lazy the students to learn and began to notice the reluctance of education stakeholders and organizers to build and improve the quality of education in Indonesia.
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1. Introduction

In print and electronic media, there are often news that presents how the quality of education in Indonesia has begun to be in disarray with the number of actual events that are very sad to see and witness. The number of brawl events carried out by teenagers who incidentally have been taught character education in schools which should be able to shape the character of students into better characters characterized by behavioral changes towards a better direction [1]. Bullying in schools that afflicts students due to the system of seniority and juniority in the school environment makes it even more apparent that education in Indonesia is beginning to show its quality is decreasing day by day.

What really happens with education in Indonesia. When science and technology are increasingly advanced, the human mindset should be more advanced and developing and it should be with these advances ideally to generate enthusiasm in carrying out educational activities to increase competence in preparation for facing the world.

The impact of globalization which increasingly shows a kind of chaos in the development of the competence of individuals is not accompanied by the awareness that in addition to being built is the development of infrastructure that is also built is a mental development and the development of better-quality education [2] [3].

Education providers and policy makers should begin to break down to build the quality of Indonesian human development that has competitive qualities and a winning mental quality to be able to face the global upheaval [4]. Apart from that, individuals must also begin to realize that education is important that education is not just a routine but that there is an idea of
humanity in it and the community must also begin to realize that development is not only the responsibility of the government, but also a shared responsibility to create harmony and the creation of good cooperation between the government and the community in building Indonesian education with the character in accordance with the government's mandate of an idea of mental revolution.

2. Method

This study uses a qualitative approach with library research methods. Data collection was carried out by studying relevant libraries that gave rise to human beings who were humanist and religious. The data analysis technique used is content analysis or content analysis. Data analysis can also be done through data display stages, data reduction, data verification and conclusions.

3. Result and Discussion

The problem in this paper is the philosophical background in education in Indonesia. When discussing a problem there is a reason to discuss each of the substance of the problem, namely education, the foundation of education and its philosophical foundation to bring the end and base of the problem and how it is discussed.

As a process in education it is necessary to have a foundation or guidance that applies so that education as a development process can run and be arranged in accordance with the objectives to be achieved [5]. When referring to the goal, education in Indonesia emphasizes the purpose of intellectualizing the life of the nation intellectually, emotionally and spiritually according to the mandate of the 1945 constitution.

The foundation as a guide is the basis of an educational process itself. The foundation in the Big Indonesian Dictionary is interpreted as a basis that provides direction and guidance. So the foundation here can be interpreted as a rule that underlies and gives the foundation for the implementation and achievement of the purpose of the activities carried out and in this case education itself.

The foundation as a guide has two interrelated dimensions namely a foundation that functions as a concept or theoretical and a foundation that serves to give spirit or spirit or philosophy [6]. The foundation as giving spirit or enthusiasm is the foundation that gives the soul so that the educational process does not only function as a form of intellectual knowledge but a philosophical foundation is useful to provide direction on the formation of knowledge that leads to the development of emotional and spiritual knowledge.

Philosophical in the meaning of the word is the development of the word philosophy. Philosophy is believed to have originated in the days of Ancient Greece. According to the conception of the great Greek philosopher, Aristotle stated that philosophy is a theoretical knowledge that examines eternal changes that are not changed and separate from the material by Aristotle defines it as "the science of first principle" [7] [8]. So philosophical or philosophy is a theoretical knowledge that relies on or is guided by unchanging and eternal principles.

Furthermore it was stated that the word philosophy came from the ancient Greek philos and shopia which meant love and wisdom. According to the meaning of the word, philosophy is a love of wisdom [7]. So that it translates to the meaning of the word philosophy, it can be interpreted as a science or teaching that attaches importance to a love of wisdom ideas and wisdom that emphasizes the process of truth seeking.

In line with this conception, the philosophical foundation as one of the foundations in education is to emphasize the demand in seeking wisdom and the process of seeking the truth
to lead to the essential truth itself. So that the philosophical foundation is a guideline that relies more on the essence of education which has a very deep meaning.

Indonesia as a country formed from the struggle of the founding father or founder of this nation has its own philosophy. This philosophy is formed and taken from local Indonesian wisdom itself which is a noble soul and value that has existed since ancient times and has taken root. The philosophy by the founders of the nation was then compiled to become the basis of the State which until now was trusted and used as guidance in the nation and state. The philosophy is Pancasila.

Pancasila is the spirit of the nation, Pancasila is also a rule that is believed, Pancasila is a basic law that binds Indonesia itself. Pancasila itself is not taken from the conception of other nations, but taken from existing, born and rooted values of the Indonesian nation itself. Pancasila was echoed by the founders of the Indonesian nation, where the contents and concepts were noble agreements [9].

Pancasila itself was formed and was first spoken by Ir. Soekarno which means five basic or five rules. These five rules used to be and now differ in content. If we examine the history of the process of creating Pancasila as the basis of the State, there is a fundamental polemic which has caused tension among the founders of the nation. This is because there are differences in views on the first principle, namely the Belief in the One and Only God, where in the Jakarta Charter, the First Principle was the Belief in the One and Only God by carrying out Islamic Shari'a, but because of a bit of protest and a spirit of tolerance because Indonesian pluralism is finally changed as we accept now.

Moving on from there it can be said that the Pancasila is a basic law or basic rule that becomes the spirit and soul of the Indonesian people in carrying out their daily activities. This can make that the philosophical foundation of Indonesian education is the Pancasila itself.

Why, because the Pancasila is a law and a basis that respects all areas of Indonesian life. From the Pancasila, there is a conception and symbolism of how Indonesian education should be given. Pancasila as a basis there are five fundamental values, namely religious values or beliefs related to spiritualism, the value of socialism, namely humanity and tolerance, the value of nationalism, namely national unity, the value of the agreement to reach consensus through deliberation and patriotism or justice for the welfare of Indonesia [10]. These five values should be used in education as the soul of Indonesian education itself, the spirit of Pancasila should synergize with education itself. Because education is not just an activity without meaning but a life-long activity. The conception of the five values can be assumed as follows. The value of religious spiritualism in the first principle in education aims to provide direction that Indonesian education not only forms an intelligent human being but forms a mentally mature and spiritually mature human. Religion, the belief system in Indonesia, should be able to provide a conception of teachings that can be adapted as one of the goals of the formation of individuals who are noble and have faith in God. Religious values in education will shape people who have a religious spirit, have faith and noble character.

The value of social humanity. Humans as social beings are creatures who cannot live alone without help from others. The value of humanity in education according to the concept of the second principle of Pancasila is to give the soul that education in Indonesia emphasizes the emergence of a sense of humanity that Indonesian society is a community of brothers in the Indonesian environment, there is no fundamental difference that difference is the real unifier. The social value as a foundation is to build the spirit of humanitarian education to form socialist and non-individual individuals. The value of nationalism in the conception of the second principle of Pancasila in Indonesian education must provide a spirit of unity. That Indonesian education forms individuals who love the homeland, are united in differences and
arouse the spirit of nationalism and respect the struggle of the heroes. The value of nationalism in education in Indonesia must be raised to foster the spirit that individuals in Indonesian territory are one and united in the unity of Indonesia itself. The spirit of educational nationalism must exist and rise as a monumental and fundamental movement of the Indonesian nation itself.

Political value, the spirit of deliberation to reach consensus. In the true sense, political value is not negative. Political value is a way to achieve the nation's own welfare goals. Indonesia is a democratic country where Indonesian society is a society that shares all the opinions of each individual, Indonesian society is the same society and has the same duties and rights. The system of democratic governance is a government system that aims to reach consensus in the form of deliberation. As strong as the value of this principle in education is to aim that every education policy and process of implementation is to reach agreement and achieve good quality of education which is carried out through deliberation. This value in education is very important to form individuals who have a democratic spirit.

The value of justice and patriotism in the conception of the five principles of Pancasila in education illustrates that Indonesian education is aimed at educating the life of the nation where education is equal in every individual citizen and nation of Indonesia. The spirit of this value is to give the spirit that education is the rights and obligations of the Indonesian people, there are no classifications and distinctive strata, anyone who has the right and does not have the right to education, the spirit of this value is to provide justice and equality that each Indonesian society has in common the right to get education itself. The spirit of Pancasila values in life must be a philosophical guide to form education that has good quality in Indonesia. In line with the program to realize character education is to start making Pancasila as the foundation and guidance of education itself [11] [12]. To achieve the goal of character education to form individual maturity that behaves well, the Pancasila is a definite law in Indonesian education itself.

The hypothesis in the integration of Pancasila as the philosophical foundation of education in Indonesia is likely to be able to provide views and guidance to direct education as an individual's maturation process towards the nation's character education, in addition to the integration of Pancasila as an educational foundation then all the problems that hit Indonesian education with all the chaos it can be overcome slowly. This problem occurs because Indonesians are starting to distrust and abandon the value of Indonesian wisdom itself, namely Pancasila with the many phenomena of the emergence of coercion of ideologies of other nations who want to undermine Pancasila ideology as the ideology of the nation which is one of the causes of individual problems including education. So by making and awakening the spirit of Pancasila as the foundation of Indonesian education can be trusted the aim of Indonesian education to educate the life of the nation and realize the process of character education in the spirit of nationalism in line with the mental revolution program can be realized.

4. Conclusion

From the long and wide description of the above issues related to the foundation of education in Indonesia, it can be concluded that:

a) The foundation of education not only covers the theoretical and practical domains but also must look at the philosophical domain.
b) Education is not only aimed at forming intelligent individuals intellectually only but also emotionally intelligent and spiritually intelligent.
c) The foundation of education in Indonesia is the Pancasila itself which is a conception and law as well as the basic rules formed by the founders of the nation which are taken from the value of Indonesian wisdom itself.

d) The five principles in the conception of Pancasila values should be integrated and become the foundation in the procession of the implementation of education in the goals of Indonesian education characterized by the spirit of mental revolution.
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